
Run no:- 1690, 2 July 2014 

Hare:- Disgusting and Bob-a-lube 
Location:- Im Pla Pao, Nakon Inn Road 

Scribe:- Shamcock 

Wednesday 2nd July 2014....Location ..Almost in TESCO somewhere in Bang Cock....underneath the 

outgoing flight path from Don Meeangue airport....in a rather tatty car park... 

This was a slim (certain members NOT so slim) pack numbering no more than 10...(Us Irish have 

trouble counting beyond that....)....A significant downpour probably put off the softies...and washed 

some of the paper and chalk marks away. 

Fastest runner of the day was ‘SNIFFY’..a wee white terrier doggie....who survived unprovoked 

canine bite marks in the bum to finish first. Most impressive. 

Us two visitors, on lay-over between Dili and Cambridge, were the only truly ‘International Hashers’ 

there. Now ‘Impressive’ isn’t a word I use too often when running from a shitty car park in front of 

Tesco’s...but this run was ...... with REAL CHECKS and REAL JUNGLY bits and an assistant hare 

who didn’t interfere and let us HARD CORE hashers work it out....smiling locals, rabid dogs (see 

above), man eating red ants and stinky klongs that tried to swallow the only HARRIET on the 

trail...(U-Bend spouse of this author..).... all served to turn this from a well laid, well papered and 

arrowed run into an IMPRESSIVE FEAT of hashing brilliance amidst the foetid smelliness of horrid 

walls, stinky ditches and smelly locals that is suburban Bang Cock in mid 2014... 

A bloke with a decrepid and off tune yodel (owner of the said wee doggie) turned out to be the 

RA...being the recently retired RA of Dili Puddle Jumpers HHH, I kept my trap shut and let him get 

on with crucifying the whole ‘CIRCLE’ thing with bad jokes and excruciatingly BAD attempts at the 

Down Down song.....he’d better not give up his day job is all I can say!! 

To add to his ineptitude, he (and the rest of the misinformed pack) dobbed this author in as ‘TIT of the 

WEEK’ for the honourable and noble cause of trying to save the world from a pandemic of 

unknowable and probably incurable diseases picked up over the last nine years in Dili, the incredibly 

awful capital slum of Timor-Leste. (Go to Bali and forget to get off the plane. Just keep going and 

you’ll get there...) 

To this end, the said author drank NO BEER ‘cos he is going to get de-bugged at a well known (and 

very expensive) Bang Cock-ian medical establishment beginning with BUM....THINK, “ 

Hmmm..some of the nurses have nice BUMS...” so his spouse, the incomparable U-Bend..(currently 

snoring loudly in the bed beside this author) manned up, to drink all the beer for him....hence the 

tunefull, roller coaster snoring... 

This wifely beer drinking continued apace as the rabble consumed a very fine meal at the local eatery 

at the far end of the shitty car park (honourably paid for by the faultless and marvellous hares I 

understand) and then the whole pack went home, suitably replete and wonderous of the magnificent 

trail this fine evening. 

So reports Shamcock, Dili Puddle Jumpers HHH Religious Advisor (RETIRED).      

    

 


